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The Objective Structured Clinical Examin-The Objective Structured Clinical Examin-

ation (OSCE), in which candidates goation (OSCE), in which candidates go

through a series of ‘stations’, each testingthrough a series of ‘stations’, each testing

a range of clinical, communication anda range of clinical, communication and

practical skills, has been in use in medicalpractical skills, has been in use in medical

examinations for over 40 years. The Royalexaminations for over 40 years. The Royal

College of Psychiatrists last year incorpo-College of Psychiatrists last year incorpo-

rated the OSCE into the MRCPsych Part Irated the OSCE into the MRCPsych Part I

Examination, replacing the traditionalExamination, replacing the traditional

‘long case’. The utility, reliability and‘long case’. The utility, reliability and

validity of OSCEs in testing undergraduatesvalidity of OSCEs in testing undergraduates

in psychiatry are well established.in psychiatry are well established.

This book is intended to help candi-This book is intended to help candi-

dates preparing for the MRCPsych Part Idates preparing for the MRCPsych Part I

Examination. It contains 60 OSCE stationsExamination. It contains 60 OSCE stations

in psychiatry. Each station follows a similarin psychiatry. Each station follows a similar

format: a construct, instructions to theformat: a construct, instructions to the

candidate and a checklist – all presentedcandidate and a checklist – all presented

in an easy-to-read ‘bullets and boxes’ style.in an easy-to-read ‘bullets and boxes’ style.

Examples of suggested questions (oftenExamples of suggested questions (often

verbatim) and some theoretical discussionverbatim) and some theoretical discussion

of the topic should help sustain the reader’sof the topic should help sustain the reader’s

interest. The stations discussed present theinterest. The stations discussed present the

right mix of various psychiatric sub-right mix of various psychiatric sub-

specialties and cover a wide range ofspecialties and cover a wide range of

situations intended to test the candidate’ssituations intended to test the candidate’s

clinical, communication and practicalclinical, communication and practical

skills.skills.

From the trainee’s perspective, theFrom the trainee’s perspective, the

introductory chapter is particularly import-introductory chapter is particularly import-

ant, as it gives practical tips on how toant, as it gives practical tips on how to

prepare for the OSCE. The ‘how to fail anprepare for the OSCE. The ‘how to fail an

OSCE’ section in the same chapter alsoOSCE’ section in the same chapter also

demands careful reading. This book can bedemands careful reading. This book can be

used by trainers who themselves may not beused by trainers who themselves may not be

familiar with OSCEs, and some examplesfamiliar with OSCEs, and some examples

can be incorporated into clinical ‘mockcan be incorporated into clinical ‘mock

examination’ scenarios. The timing of theexamination’ scenarios. The timing of the

publication is excellent, given the recentpublication is excellent, given the recent

inclusion of an OSCE in the MRCPsychinclusion of an OSCE in the MRCPsych

Part I Examination and the current gap inPart I Examination and the current gap in

the market.the market.

My only criticism is that the editor hasMy only criticism is that the editor has

probably been over-ambitious in statingprobably been over-ambitious in stating

that the book is also aimed at ‘medicalthat the book is also aimed at ‘medical

students, postgraduates and practitioners instudents, postgraduates and practitioners in

other clinical specialties’. There are similarother clinical specialties’. There are similar

OSCE guides in other medical specialtiesOSCE guides in other medical specialties

and hence the impact of this book beyondand hence the impact of this book beyond

its remit is limited; a more apt title wouldits remit is limited; a more apt title would

have beenhave been OSCEs for MRCPsych Part IOSCEs for MRCPsych Part I..
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John Gunn, emeritus professor of forensicJohn Gunn, emeritus professor of forensic

psychiatry at the Institute of Psychiatry,psychiatry at the Institute of Psychiatry,

used to tell the Maudsley registrars that aused to tell the Maudsley registrars that a

copy of the Mental Health Act should be tocopy of the Mental Health Act should be to

them as a stethoscope is to a physician –them as a stethoscope is to a physician –

they should always keep a copy to hand.they should always keep a copy to hand.

The latest edition of this small book,The latest edition of this small book,

published jointly by the British Medicalpublished jointly by the British Medical

Association and The Law Society, also laysAssociation and The Law Society, also lays

claim to must-have status – not simply forclaim to must-have status – not simply for

psychiatrists, but all clinicians, because (aspsychiatrists, but all clinicians, because (as

the authors indicate on p. 31) courts tend tothe authors indicate on p. 31) courts tend to

regard any doctor as having expertise inregard any doctor as having expertise in

assessing competence. Since it is self-evidentassessing competence. Since it is self-evident

that the majority of doctors do not in factthat the majority of doctors do not in fact

possess such expertise, those who arepossess such expertise, those who are

required to give an opinion on mentalrequired to give an opinion on mental

capacity need this book much more thancapacity need this book much more than

they need a stethoscope.they need a stethoscope.

The coverage of the book is compre-The coverage of the book is compre-

hensive, including (for instance) compe-hensive, including (for instance) compe-

tence to consent to medical research. Thetence to consent to medical research. The

style is succinct and completely clear – astyle is succinct and completely clear – a

pleasurable rarity from lawyers. Its counselpleasurable rarity from lawyers. Its counsel

is wise: for example, in section 3.5 (pp. 34–5)is wise: for example, in section 3.5 (pp. 34–5)

professionals are advised against witnessingprofessionals are advised against witnessing

documents without first competently asses-documents without first competently asses-

sing mental capacity and recording asing mental capacity and recording a

contemporaneous opinion.contemporaneous opinion.

The sands of time are flowing awayThe sands of time are flowing away

from this book, because a new mentalfrom this book, because a new mental

capacity act is currently being forged incapacity act is currently being forged in

Parliament and it seems inconceivable thatParliament and it seems inconceivable that

a third edition is not being planned toa third edition is not being planned to

coincide with the implementation of thecoincide with the implementation of the

new act, expected in 2007. Meanwhile, ifnew act, expected in 2007. Meanwhile, if

this is not Gunn’s stethoscope, then itthis is not Gunn’s stethoscope, then it

should at least be designated his patellashould at least be designated his patella

hammer.hammer.
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